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ABSTRACT
Releasing detailed data (microdata) about individuals poses
a privacy threat, due to the presence of quasi-identifier (QID)
attributes such as age or zip code. Several privacy paradigms
have been proposed that preserve privacy by placing constraints on the value of released QIDs. However, in order
to enforce these paradigms, data publishers need tools to
assist them in selecting a suitable anonymization method
and choosing the right system parameters. We developed
TIAMAT, a tool for analysis of anonymization techniques
which allows data publishers to assess the accuracy and
overhead of existing anonymization techniques. The tool
performs interactive, head-to-head comparison of anonymization techniques, as well as QID change-impact analysis.
Other features include collection of attribute statistics, support for multiple information loss metrics and compatibility
with commercial database engines.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of privacy-preserving data publication has
been intensively studied in recent years. Consider the example of a hospital which gathers large amounts of detailed
data (microdata) about patients. Such data can be mined
in order to derive certain disease patterns, and can benefit
medical research. However, releasing the microdata introduces a privacy threat: even after removing directly identifying information, such as name or SSN, the data still contain
quasi-identifier (QID) attributes (e.g., age, zipcode) that
can help an attacker learn the identity of individuals whose
personal information is included in the microdata.
To prevent disclosure of sensitive information, the k-anonymity paradigm [8, 9] requires each published record to
be indistinguishable with respect to the QID attribute set
among an anonymized group of k − 1 other records. kanonymity is achieved through QID generalization, which
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replaces exact values with value ranges. If a Value Generalization Hierarchy (VGH) [4] exists, a leaf-node value is
replaced with one of its ancestor nodes. Inherently, generalization introduces information loss, which must be minimized in order to preserve data accuracy.
In the quest for a good privacy-accuracy trade-off, data
publishers are faced with several important decisions, such
as selecting a suitable k-anonymization algorithm, choosing which QID attributes to release (and their associated
VGHs), and determining an appropriate value of k. Since
each dataset has its particular characteristics, no single set
of parameters can accommodate all scenarios, and finding
the right settings is a cumbersome and error-prone process.
We propose TIAMAT: a Tool for Interactive Analysis of
Microdata Anonymization Techniques. TIAMAT focuses on
k-anonymity, but it can be easily extended to support other
privacy-preserving paradigms that employ QID generalization, such as `-diversity [7] and t-closeness [6]. The tool
allows data publishers to analyze the accuracy and runtime
performance of various k-anonymization techniques, and to
find suitable parameter settings for anonymization. TIAMAT supports two analysis types:
• Comparative Analysis of Anonymization Techniques:
TIAMAT can be used in conjunction with any QIDgeneralization based anonymization solution, and supports head-to-head performance comparison of competitor techniques. Multiple information loss metrics
are supported, and the results are presented within an
interactive visualization framework.
• QID Change-Impact Analysis: the tool assists publishers in choosing a suitable set of QID attributes.
To this extent, TIAMAT provides a powerful function
that anonymizes data with respect to all combinations
of QID chosen from a user-specified attribute set.
TIAMAT includes several other features that facilitate the
efficient analysis of anonymization techniques:
• VGH Editing: users can inspect and edit VGHs in a
visual manner. VGHs can also be imported from and
exported to external files.
• Attribute Statistics Collection: users can collect and
visualize statistics on attribute value distributions; the
results can be visualized in the form of histograms.
• Integration with DB Engines: the microdata can be
retrieved directly from any SQL-compliant database

Figure 1: System Architecture

server. Furthermore, the user has the option to export
the anonymized data back to the database.

2.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The TIAMAT prototype is developed on top of Java SDK
6. Its architecture is outlined in Figure 1: the user interacts
directly with the Interactive Analysis Module (IAM), which
handles user input and visualization of results. The data is
retrieved from an SQL database server (Oracle 11G). IAM
includes two sub-components: the Value Generalization Hierarchy Editor (VGH-E), which allows users to view and
edit VGHs, and the Graph Tool (GT), a result plotting tool
based on the JFreeChart1 library.
IAM sends data anonymization requests to the Anonymization Engine (AE) module, which performs QID generalization. AE has a modular design with a generic interface
that facilitates the incorporation of any generalization-based
anonymization method. Currently, AE supports two algorithms: Mondrian [5] and k-Member [1]. The former relies
on partitioning of the quasi-identifier space, whereas the latter performs clustering of records.
Information loss (i.e., data accuracy) can be evaluated
with respect to two metrics: Global Certainty Penalty (GCP)
[3] and Classification Metric (CM) [4, 1]. GCP measures the
amount of distortion introduced by generalization, whereas
CM quantifies the classification homogeneity with respect to
some label attribute within each anonymized group. Both
metrics have values in the [0, 1] range, where 0 is the ideal
value and 1 signifies complete information loss.

3.

DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW

This section gives an overview of the TIAMAT features
that will be presented during the demonstration. We anonymize the Adult dataset (30,162 records) from the UC Irvine
repository2 , consisting of 6 numerical and 9 categorical attributes. The dataset has been used extensively in previous
work [4, 5, 1, 3] to evaluate k-anonymization techniques.
In Section 3.1, we discuss features that help users prepare
the dataset for anonymization, and compute dataset statistics. Next, in Section 3.2, we show how TIAMAT allows
users to decide which anonymization method is more suitable for their data, by comparing head-to-head the results
obtained by alternative techniques. Later, in Section 3.3 we
show how TIAMAT assists users to identify attributes that
cause excessive information loss when they are included in
the quasi-identifier set.
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Figure 2: Quasi-Identifier Attributes Panel for Adult
Dataset

Figure 3: Customizing the Education Attribute Taxonomy Tree with the VGH Editor (VGH-E) Tool

3.1

Dataset Preparation and Statistics

TIAMAT inter-connects with SQL-compliant databases
where microdata tables are stored, and automatically populates the candidate QID list from the table schema (Figure 2). Information about the type and domain of each
attribute is included in the QID list. In addition, the number of levels in the taxonomy (i.e., VGH) tree associated to
each categorical attribute is shown. The users can visualize
and edit the attribute VGH using the VGH-E tool. Figure 3 shows the VGH for attribute Education. Users can
change the VGH in an interactive manner, or can import a
hierarchy from an external file. In this example, a new node
(Post-Doc) is added to the taxonomy tree.
TIAMAT assists users in deciding what QID attributes
to release, by providing statistical information about attribute values. Characteristics such as attribute domain
range, mean and median values, and value distribution typically influence the information loss incurred by generalization. A histogram with the frequency of attribute value

Figure 4: Histogram Showing the Value Distribution
for the Race Attribute

occurrences can be visualized by clicking the attribute’s H
button in the QID panel. Figure 4 shows an example of collected statistics for attribute Race. Such information may
be useful, for instance, to adjust the VGH tree. In this
example, the user learns that the Asian − P ac − Islander
and Amer − Indian − Eskimo values are very sparse in the
dataset. Therefore, it is very likely that in groups containing such records, the Race attribute will be generalized. The
user may decide to place all such low-frequency values close
to each other in the VGH tree, such that k-anonymization
would include them in the same groups, instead of combining
them with high-frequency values. This way, groups containing high-frequency Race values can be homogeneous, and
no generalization is necessary, leading to lower information
loss.

3.2

Head-to-head Comparison Analysis

In this demonstration scenario, alternative k-anonymization techniques are evaluated head-to-head with respect
to data accuracy and execution time. The evaluation is performed for a fixed QID attribute combination, chosen by the
user. In Section 3.3, we show how TIAMAT assists users in
choosing a suitable QID for publication.
Data publishers may wish to consider several distinct kanonymization techniques in order to determine which one is
more suitable for their data. TIAMAT allows direct comparison between competitor algorithms. Consider an example
where attributes Age, Occupation and Race are chosen as
QID (Figure 5a). The user wishes to compare Mondrian
and k-Member with respect to the GCP metric3 . This submission screen also allows the user to select the range of
k (in this case 20 − 200), as well as the interval between
consecutive k values.
Figure 5b shows the anonymization results. There are
three separate tabs. The IL and Time tabs present summary plots of information loss (GCP) and execution time,
respectively (the time measurement is omitted from the figure). Based on the variation of information loss with k, the
user can decide what is a suitable value of k to choose, in
order to obtain a good trade-off between privacy and accuracy. The Result Table tab allows the user to inspect the
3

The head-to-head comparison scenario can be applied in a
similar manner with the classification metric.

Figure 5: Head-to-head Comparison Analysis

contents of the detailed anonymized tables for each value
of k, as shown in Figure 5c (different anonymized groups
are highlighted with distinct background colors). The user
has the option to store the anonymized tables back to the
database server.
In this example, k-Member is superior to Mondrian in
terms of information loss for most of the k value range. However, the GCP exhibits a pronounced spike for anonymity
degree k = 140. The user may wish to remove the cause
for this increase in GCP which deteriorates data accuracy.
Specifically, s/he may want to determine which of the QID
attributes have the most significant contribution to the increase in GCP. Next, we show how TIAMAT can assist the
user in this task.

3.3

QID Change-Impact Analysis

In general, the choice of QID attributes has a major impact in the information loss incurred by anonymization: in

some cases, the inclusion of a certain attribute may seriously
decrease data accuracy. In particular, attributes associated
with VGHs are more likely to determine spikes in information loss when the values of other parameters change (e.g.,
k or number of records). The cause of such behavior is the
inclusion in the same anonymized group of attribute values
from distant VGH sub-trees. It is important for data publishers to be able to evaluate several QID attribute sets, and
choose for publication the most suitable one.
TIAMAT allows users to automate the QID selection process. Continuing the previous example, the user can choose
the QID Combination feature (from the screen in Figure 5a),
which generates all possible combinations of attributes from
the active QID list, and anonymizes the data with respect to
each combination. Figure 6 shows the outcome of the QID
change-impact analysis (for brevity, we include only 6 out of
all 23 − 1 = 7 combinations of one, two or three attributes
from the candidate QID list. The user can observe that in
most of the cases where attribute Occupation is included,
the spikes in GCP are present. Furthermore, the (Age,
Race) combination which does not include Occupation presents a smooth trend. Hence, the user can conclude that
the Occupation attribute is the one causing the spike in information loss. If Occupation is not an essential part of the
data, the user may wish to remove it completely, since it
may affect the accuracy of the other generalized attributes.
Alternatively, if the attribute is important, the user can employ the VGH-E tool, and re-organize the VGH associated
with attribute Occupation. Finally, the user can decide to
improve the accuracy on attribute Occupation by assigning
it a higher weight in the anonymization process (for details
on weighted information loss metrics, please see reference
[3]). Therefore, using the change-impact analysis tool, the
user can refine the QID attribute set that is finally chosen
for publication, and improve the accuracy of released data.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

TIAMAT is a visual tool that helps data publishers select a suitable k-anonymization transformation and its corresponding parameters in order to protect their data. In
future work, we plan to augment the tool with a processing
engine for aggregate queries and classification tasks on top
of the generalized data. This allows users to optimize the
anonymization process for specific tasks. We also plan to
include support for releasing multiple anonymized versions
of the same microdata table ([2, 10]). Furthermore, we will
extend the set of available k-anonymization techniques, by
adding support for algorithms such as [3, 11]. Another interesting feature that we will consider is to allow automated
random sampling of data (essential for large datasets and/or
slower k-anonymization algorithms).
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